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ABSTRACT
Resource Scarce Languages (RSLs) lack sufficient resources to use
Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval (CLIR) techniques and tools
such as machine translation. Consequentially, searching using RSLs
is frustrating and usually ends in unsuccessful struggling search.
In such search tasks, search engines return low-quality results;
relevant documents are either limited and lowly ranked or non-
existent. Previous work has shown that alternative relevant results
written in similar languages, including dialects, neighbouring and
genetically related languages, can assist multilingual RSLs speakers
to complete their search tasks. To improve the quality of search
results in this context, we propose the re-ranking of documents
based on the similarity between the language of the document and
the language of the query. Accordingly, we created a dataset of four
Southern Bantu languages that includes documents, topics, topical
relevance and intelligibility features, and document utility anno-
tations. To understand the intelligibility dimension of the studied
languages, we conducted online intelligibility test experiments and
used the data for feature selection and intelligibility prediction. We
performed re-ranking of search results using offline evaluation, ex-
ploring Learning To Rank (LTR). Our results show that integrating
topical relevance and intelligibility in ranking slightly improves
retrieval effectiveness. Further, results on intelligibility prediction
show that classification of intelligibility is feasible at a fair accuracy.
CCS CONCEPTS
· Information systems → Multilingual and cross-lingual re-
trieval; Learning to rank.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Searching and finding information on the Web plays a key role
in operating effectively in modern society. However, there is very
little content written in many languages of the world on the Web,
and English and other widely spoken languages continue to dom-
inate the Web. Resource Scarce Languages (RSLs) refers to such
languages that lack large monolingual or parallel corpora and other
linguistic resources sufficient to build Natural Language Processing
(NLP) applications [43]. Prior Information Retrieval (IR) research,
particularly Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval (CLIR) and Mul-
tilingual Information Retrieval (MLIR), use translation of either
queries or documents to allow users to access information in their
own languages [47]. However, RSLs lack such resources and tools
to enable CLIR and MLIR [54]. Consequently, speakers of RSLs
struggle to find information written in their local languages on
the Web [13]. Queries in RSLs usually return low quality search
results: relevant content is limited and in some cases non-existent
[13, 42]. In cases of limited data availability, search engines often
rank relevant documents lowly because such queries are rare and
lack previous examples to learn from [22], and this usually leads to
users being presented with irrelevant results in otherWeb dominant
languages that they may not be able to understand [13, 42].
Matching and presenting users with search results written in
related languages has been shown to reduce users’ frustration in the
context where users speak RSLs, the languages are highly similar
and the users are highly multilingual [14]. Unfortunately, there
are some challenges for such search systems to overcome. Notably,
users may experience difficulty in reading documents written in
a language that is unfamiliar to them - and hence the need to
maximise the gains between intelligibility and topical relevance
through search results re-ranking. Intelligibility in this context
refers to the degree to which a speaker of a language understands
written text of another closely related language [25].
Imagine a user, who is a retail trader looking for information on
tax on imported goods. If we assume that the user is a monolingual
speaker of Citumbuka, for example, the user’s preference would
be Citumbuka documents over any other returned by the search
engine. The same behaviour would be expected if the user was a
monolingual Chichewa speaker. For example, Figure 1 shows two
pages with five search results on ’tax on imported goods’, i.e.,𝐴, 𝐵,𝐶 ,
𝐷 and 𝐸 ranked differently for Citumbuka or Chichewamonolingual
speakers. The left side illustrates the results for Citumbuka speakers
and the right Chichewa monolingual speakers. The results are
ranked based on topical relevance and intelligibility. All the results
are relevant except for document 𝐸, which cannot change its rank
regardless of the user’s first language. Although the other four
documents are equally relevant, their ranks could change based on
Figure 1: Ranking by relevance and intelligibility for a Citumbuka speaker on the left and Chichewa speaker on the right for
the same search task
the language of the query. The assumption here is that users would
assign higher utility to topically relevant documents written in their
first language. Therefore, a retrieval system that presents users with
documents written in related languages needs to optimise the utility
of the returned search results by presenting users with documents
that are highly relevant and comprehensible to them.
We propose re-ranking of search results by integrating tradi-
tional relevance features to estimate topical relevance and intelligi-
bility features for intelligibility estimation. Our ranking problem is
that of constructing a ranking model that finds the best combina-
tion of relevance and intelligibility features. We model the problem
as a supervised ranking problem, i.e., automatically constructing a
ranking model using training data. We also explored unsupervised
ranking by using a weighted combination of topical relevance and
intelligibility based on relative importance of these factors.
Previous work on related languages retrieval focused on under-
standing user behaviour [14], and matching of queries and docu-
ments across languages without translation [7, 13, 16, 21, 29]. Such
studies have provided insights on how users may interact with such
results as well as evidence that using similarities in languages is
feasible in the search context of resource constrained languages.
However, these studies do not provide the means of ranking and
presenting search results with variable document intelligibility due
to language variation.
One of the challenges of incorporating intelligibility in ranking
is choosing a set of features to be used by the ranking model: known
intelligibility determinants have mostly been studied in isolation,
and mainly focusing on Indo-European languages. In our current
investigation, we are interested in a representative set of intelligi-
bility determinants that would give the best prediction accuracy for
a model that classifies how a speaker of 𝐿1 understands written text
of languages closely related to their 𝐿1. We focus on a few languages
in the cluster of Southern Bantu languages namely: Chichewa [38],
Citumbuka [15], Cinyanja as spoken in Zambia [31] and Citonga
[40] as spoken in Malawi. These languages have limited digital
content available on the Web and lack tools such as bilingual dic-
tionaries and machine translation. The main contributions of our
work are as follows:
• Wedevelop a dataset that has features estimating both topical
relevance and intelligibility between the language of the
query and document.
• We conduct feature selection on several intelligibility fea-
tures and propose a set of features that are strong predictors
of intelligibility. We also perform intelligibility prediction as
a multi-class classification task.
• We develop ranking models that integrate relevance and
intelligibility features. We show that we can improve the
quality of search results written in related languages when
intelligibility is considered in ranking.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We first discuss
related work in Section 2. We then describe the dataset used in our
experimentation in Section 3. We provide the results for feature
selection and intelligibility prediction in Section 4. This is followed
by a presentation of our ranking experimental setting and results in
Section 5. Section 6 provides a discussion of the results, including
implications and limitations of our approach. Finally, Section 7
concludes and provides future direction of the work presented in
the paper.
2 RELATED WORK
Re-ranking search results based on the similarity between the lan-
guage of the query and language of the document uses different
techniques from IR and linguistics. Relevant topics to our work
include: (i) retrieval for related languages, (ii) user perspectives in
retrieval beyond topical relevance, and (iii) intelligibility of related
languages.
2.1 Related Languages Retrieval
Research on retrieval for related languages has so farmainly focused
on using language similarities, such as vocabulary similarity, to
retrieve documents written in related languages without the transla-
tion step typically used in CLIR and MLIR systems [7, 13, 16, 21, 29].
Generally, untranslated queries [13, 16, 21], together with fuzzy
string similarity matching methods [7, 29], have been used to match
index and query terms for closely related languages. This is done
on the premise that matching is possible due to cognates across
languages and avoids the costs associated with translation systems.
Results obtained using this approach are comparable or worse rela-
tive to classic approaches such as using a bilingual dictionary for
query translation. While these studies only explored the matching
of queries and documents for similar languages, they are an appro-
priate starting point to investigate any opportunities when similar
languages are involved. In this paper, we focus on ranking models
that combine topical relevance and intelligibility as ranking criteria
for such search results.
2.2 User Perspectives Beyond Topical
Relevance
Notions of Relevance: Several studies have demonstrated that
relevance has multiple dimensions for users in different contexts, in-
cluding topicality, novelty, reliability and understandability [18, 39,
51, 61]. For example, Xu and Chen [61] found that understandability
and reliability were secondary relevance criteria while topicality
and novelty were primary. Likewise, Chavula and Suleman [14]
asked participants to rank search results written in related lan-
guages and found that relevance was used as a primary criteria and
intelligibility was a secondary criteria. Similar to our task of intelli-
gibility prediction, Steichen et al. [52] conducted a study to predict
the search result list language preferences for multilingual users
based on their 𝐿1, user’s subjective features, and topic features, and
obtained a fair accuracy. These results provide insights on user
preferences in terms of the notions of relevance ś demonstrates the
primacy of topical relevance ś there is no question to the critical im-
portance of topical relevance. Further, the results provide insights
on how users in different contexts may interact with search results,
and how relevance in its entirety may shift.
Understandability: Our work is similar in spirit with the task
of ranking documents based on relevance and understandability
[45] or readability [17] of documents. Palotti et al. [45] ranked
health Web pages for topical relevance and understandability to im-
prove readability of documents for non-expert health information
users. Their relevance features focused on the query and document
similarity scores and the readability features of documents captured
surface level properties of text. Similarly, with the goal of personal-
ising search results based on user reading level, Collins-Thompson
et al. [17] re-ranked documents based on estimated reading level
of the user and reading difficulty of documents. These studies are
similar to our ranking approach, with the difference that the studies
focused on understandability of documents [45] and reading level
of a user [17] of text of the same language. Our work uses text based
similarity features to estimate intelligibility of related languages to
re-rank documents.
Evaluation metrics: Evaluation metrics that account for the
different dimensions of relevance have been proposed, including
understandability. Zuccon [64] proposed and used [65] understand-
ability as an evaluation criteria integrated with topicality, i.e., under-
standability biased evaluation, based on the Gain Discount Frame-
work proposed by Carterette [10]. This family of measures is based
on an assumption that a relevant document is not useful if the
searcher cannot understand the contents of the document. This
assumption is important to our work since the goal of re-ranking is
to provide users with highly relevant and intelligible results early
in the search results list.
2.3 Intelligibility of Related Languages
Languages are diverse and are always changing. Similarities among
languages may stem from close genetic relations such as dialects or
through contact ś for example, through lexical borrowing among
neighbouring languages in the same geographical area [9, 59]. In
the linguistics community, research on intelligibility has focused
on identifying factors that determine intelligibility mostly for Indo-
European languages [24]. These factors have been divided into
two categories [57], namely: linguistic and extra-linguistic factors.
Linguistic features are based on inherent language similarities at dif-
ferent levels of linguistic description, including lexical [28], phono-
logical [28], orthographic [53] and syntactical [26]. Extra-linguistic
features are subjective features that are dependent on an individ-
ual’s prior language experiences, attitudes and personality traits
[25]. Recent research on estimating intelligibility from the perspec-
tive of Information Theory has focused on modelling the cognitive
processes in reading text in related languages [23], such as condi-
tional entropy [53] and surprisal [23, 27]. Attributes that exploit the
statistical language properties of text have also been proposed in
literature to provide statistical evidence for intelligibility through
language modelling [19, 20].
Similar to our task of feature selection, Kürschner et al. [34]
used regression on intelligibility scores from Danish speakers pre-
sented with Swedish words and found that Levenshtein distance
had higher importance in predicting intelligibility. Gooskens and
Swarte [26] investigated the relative importance of linguistic and
extra-linguistic predictors of mutual intelligibility using regression
analysis for five Germanic languages (Danish, Dutch, English, Ger-
man and Swedish), and found that extra-linguistic factors were
strong predictors but attitude had less effect. Linguistic distances
such as lexical and phonetic distances were found to be stronger pre-
dictors than syntactic factors. Our work uses a different approach
to investigate intelligibility of languages that have not been widely
explored in this context.
2.4 Contributions Over Previous Work
The papermakes several contributions over previous work. First, we
focus on the task of intelligibility prediction, a task that is still unex-
plored in both linguistics and machine learning. Although, we draw
features from several studies in linguistics, our work investigates
languages that have not been studied widely in this context. Our
investigation includes feature selection exploring different types
of features and we model intelligibility scores as classes. This is
different from previous studies where intelligibility was estimated
as a continuous relative measure [26, 34]. Second, we introduce
two metrics that have not been used in intelligibility studies. These
features can be explored further as determinants of intelligibility
and used in linguistic studies. Finally, we investigate re-ranking
of search results using topical relevance and intelligibility features
for RSLs. Studies involving RSLs are very rare in IR. The problem
of lack of enormous resources of RSLs means that the traditional
approaches employed for multilingual retrieval is infeasible due to
the need for translation. Our approach offers multilingual search
results by using language similarities among languages that are
highly similar [36] for users who are highly multilingual [44] by
incorporating intelligibility features in ranking. The approach uses
minimal data and the features can be used individually with topi-
cal relevance features. Offering users alternative results in closely
related languages increases the interaction involving RSLs and can
provide more legitimate training examples for retrieval models.
3 EXPERIMENTAL DATA
In this section, we describe the process of preparing the data used
in the feature selection and ranking experiments. Our experimen-
tal data consists of topics in three languages, documents in five
languages (only four are used in the experiments), utility labels,
linguistic intelligibility features, and extra-linguistic intelligibility
features.
3.1 Languages
Our study involved languages that belong to the Bantu family spo-
ken in Southern and Southśeastern Africa. Specifically, we included
Citonga, Citumbuka, Cinyanja and Chichewa. Cisena was used in
the preliminary stages of collecting information but was not used
in the evaluations due to lack of participants in some of the studies.
Citonga, Chichewa and Citumbuka are neighbouring languages
that have borrowed words from each other, and have been classified
to belong to the same language family cluster [44]. Chichewa is
widely spoken in Malawi and is taught as a subject in most schools,
and as such, many of Citumbuka and Citonga speakers are familiar
with Chichewa language. However, many Chichewa 𝐿1 speakers
are not familiar with Citumbuka or Citonga as these languages are
mostly spoken in specific areas. Cinyanja is a dialect of Chichewa
spoken in Zambia and has borrowed from other local languages
in Zambia. Malawian Citonga is spoken only in Malawi by the
Tonga people in the lake region of northern Malawi. Citumbuka is
a language spoken by the Tumbuka people in Malawi and Zambia.
3.2 Documents
Due to limited availability of information in digital format, and due
to copyright constraints, we obtained information from two media
houses in the form of newspaper articles and news bulletins. Topics
in these documents include current and development news, as well
as health and religious articles. The radio news bulletins are written
in Chichewa and English, while the newspaper articles are written
in Chichewa and Citumbuka. The rest of the documents that form
part of the collection are written in Citumbuka, Citonga, Cinyanja













Chichewa 9,380 114,369 1,092,518 116
Citumbuka 2,258 58,390 459,789 203
Citonga 1,367 48,124 297,793 217
Cisena 449 19,161 159,660 355
Cinyanja 173 12,796 59,935 346
Summary 13,627 252,840 2,069,695 151
Table 2: Topics Statistics.Most of the translations used equiv-
alent terms and the queries have similar properties.
Attribute Citumbuka Cinyanja Chichewa
Number of topics 129 129 129
Maximum length 14 15 18
Minimum length 1 1 1




and Cisena, and were obtained from the Web. Documents were con-
verted from such formats as PDF and HTML (Web pages) into text
files. The text file documents were cleaned by removing irrelevant
information, such as header or footer text. Metadata, including title
of the document, language of the content, document identifier and
source, were extracted from the original documents. Missing data
fields were added to documents that lacked such information. The
text files and metadata were used to create XML documents follow-
ing the TREC [60]. In total, there were 13,627 documents. Table 1
shows the statistics of the corpus, including number of words and
documents.
3.3 Topics
We recruited five assessors whowere 𝐿1 speakers of the investigated
languages to formulate topics. Assessors came up with topics after
browsing the collection using a Web based retrieval system that
run Solr and used BM25 scoring on the back-end. Each assessor
reviewed the top one hundred documents for topical relevance. A
topic with at least five seen relevant documents was admitted to the
list of topics. One hundred and twenty nine topics were formulated
and were translated to Chichewa, Citumbuka and Cinyanja. In total,
387 topics were realised. Each topic was formatted in XML and had
title, description, narrative and identifier fields [60]. Table 2 shows
the properties of the queries and the average number of relevant
documents judged per topic of each language.
3.4 Utility Annotations
Document utility assessments were done using a Web interface
on top of Solr. One hundred (100) documents were assessed for
each topic. Four different Solr scoring functions were used to in-
crease the diversity of documents retrieved, namely: (i) BM25 on
space delimited tokens, (ii) BM25 on 3 and 4 character n-grams, (iii)
probabilistic model using Divergence from Randomness (DFR) [1]
and (iv) language modelling based retrieval model using Bayesian
smoothing with Dirichlet priors [63] with 𝜇 = 2000. BM25 used
standard parameter values ś 𝑘1 = 1.2 and 𝑏 = 0.75. Monolingual
speakers assessed the documents by providing graded utility labels
between 0 and 3: : 0 Not relevant, 1 Marginally relevant, 2 Fairly
relevant and 3 Highly relevant. The assessors provided utility labels
by estimating the topical relevance of the document and the effort
required to understand the document given their 𝐿1 [62]. The as-
sumption was that intelligibility would be implicitly incorporated
in the user judgements. The assessors were asked to evaluate how
each document would be of use given a query. Each topic was as-
sessed twice and disagreements between assessments were resolved
by involving a third assessor. In total, six assessors were recruited
in the task of providing utility labels of the documents relative to
the topics.
3.5 Features
Topical Relevance Features: For queryśdocument features, topi-
cal relevance similarity scores between the document and query
were used. BM25 was used as a feature for representing the match-
ing degree of topical relevance between query terms and docu-
ment terms [48]. We used standard values for BM25 parameters,
i.e., 𝑘1 = 1.2 and 𝑏 = 0.75. We also included TF, IDF and TF-IDF
scores as features. Additionally, we used language modelling with
Jelinek-Mercer Smoothing scores. We calculated the features using
untranslated queries based on tri-gram tokens and space delimited
tokens from the document ś words as they appear in the corpus.
Linguistic Intelligibility Features: Our linguistic intelligibility
features were drawn from previous studies in linguistics [4, 26, 53]
except for Kullback-Leibler Divergence and Jensen-Shannon Diver-
gence. We proposed these two features as measures of similarity
between the language model of the user’s 𝐿1, i.e., language of the
query, and 𝐿2 language model, i.e., any language that the search
results may be written in. We assumed that the measure of how
the distribution of one language is different/similar from the dis-
tribution of another related language would provide a linguistic
distance estimate of the two languages. Our formulation focuses
on lexical similarity, with the understanding that the lower the
two distances the more similar the language models, and therefore,
the more similar the two languages. Our language models were
based on character tri-grams and were developed using Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE) with Laplace smoothing.
The linguistic intelligibility features were derived from word-
lists and a small parallel corpora that were prepared for the ex-
periments. The used word list was based on the Swadesh list [56].
The Swadesh list is a collection of about 200 concepts, which are
deemed to be universal and culturally independent. Initially, we
obtained the English version of the Swadesh list and asked two 𝐿1
speakers of each of the five languages to translate the list to their
𝐿1. The translations were done cooperatively to ensure that the
translators agreed on the translations. These word lists were used
to compute lexical distance [28], Levenshtein distance [28], sur-
prisal [53] and conditional entropy [30]. Incompy1 [41] was used to
calculate Conditional Entropy, Surprisal and Levenshtein between
pairs of wordlists. The parallel corpora consisted of text of about
800 to 1000 words. We used this data to calculate the following
1https://github.com/uds-lsv/incompy/blob/master/utils.py
features: perplexity distance [20], Kullback-Leibler Divergence [32],
Jensen-Shannon Divergence [35] and cosine similarity. We aligned
five paragraphs of text from newspaper extracts to investigate posi-
tional correspondences of grammatical features in the investigated
language pairs. This text was used to calculate indel, movement
measure and tri-gram correlation.
Extra-linguistic Intelligibility Features: We conducted intel-
ligibility experiments to obtain extra-linguistic features such as
language contact and learning and frequency of use, and the in-
telligibility score of the participant for a given language. The ex-
periments involved five languages namely: Cinyanja, Citumbuka,
Chichewa, Citonga and Cisena. Announcements were sent using
social media to recruit participants, and participants in this study
did not take part in the document assessment task. One hundred
and four (104) participants completed the test. The participants had
different languages as their 𝐿1, namely: Chichewa (50%), Citumbuka
(20.6%), Cinyanja (9.8%) and Citonga (19.6%).
The experiments were done online and were divided into two
phases. In the first phase of the experiment, participants provided
their demographic information such as age and highest academic
qualification, as well as their self-reported proficiency on the five
languages, areas they have lived in their first ten years and the last
ten years and attitudes towards the languages [24]. Finally, partic-
ipants translated text from each of the languages to English. The
translations were mapped to scores for each of the languages for
each user. The translations were categorised into five intelligibility
classes (0 to 4) depending on the quality of the translation, with 0 as
not understanding anything in the document, 1 as marginally com-
prehensible ś recognising a few words, 2 as fairly comprehensible
ś understanding some sections of the document, 3 comprehensible
ś understanding everything except a few words, and 4 being able
to understand everything and providing a perfect translation.
The data obtained from the online tests was combined with lin-
guistic intelligibility data to create data used in the feature selection
phase, and the intelligibility test scores were used as a target vari-
able. For our ranking task, only linguistic features were used as
intelligibility features: including extra-linguistic features would
require participants in the online intelligibility tests to assess the
documents as well.
4 EXPLORING INTELLIGIBILITY
Several intelligibility features were extracted, including new fea-
tures that have not been used in intelligibility studies before (see
Table 3). The dataset consisted of intelligibility features both linguis-
tic and extra-linguistic features and intelligibility test scores. This
section provides a description of feature selection of intelligibility
features and intelligibility prediction.
4.1 Feature Selection
We conducted feature selection to choose the optimal subset of
features that would give the best intelligibility prediction accuracy
for the four languages in our study. Cisena was not included in
this task due to no 𝐿1 participants in the intelligibility experiments.
We combined the dataset of linguistic features with the dataset
obtained from user Web intelligibility tests. Therefore, each user
had four entries, one for each of the four languages: personal infor-
mation such as gender, age and qualification; other extra-linguistic
Table 3: List of intelligibility and topical relevance features. The features marked with * are used as intelligibility variables
for the first time.
Feature Description
Topical Relevance
TF Term frequency in body and title.
IDF Inverse Document Frequency in body and title.
BM25 BM25 in body and title.
Normalised BM25 Normalised BM25 value using Maximum and average values for the collection.
Normalised TFśIDF TFśIDF value using Maximum and average values for the collection.
TFśIDF TFśIDF in body and title.
LM Query likelihood language model scores with Jelinek-Mercer Smoothing.
|𝐷 | Length of body and title.
Intelligibility Features
Levenshtein Distance (word) Average distance measuring the number of operations required to transform a cognate in one
language to a word in another language .
Levenshtein Distance (stem) Average distance measuring the number of operations required to transform a stem cognate in
one language to a stem in another language.
Conditional Entropy The uncertainty or difficulty of mapping a word in a non-native language to a word in a native
language.
Perplexity Distance Measures how well a probability distribution of n-grams from a corpus predicts a model.
Cosine Similarity Measures the similarity between two vectors of an inner product space of tri-grams of two
documents.
Surprisal Measure of uncertainty in a word being transformed to a cognate.
Kullback-Leibler Divergence * Measure of how the distribution of tokens (words or n-grams) in one language is different from
the distribution in another language ś asymmetric.
JensenśShannon Divergence * Measure of similarity between the distribution of tokens (words or n-grams) between two
languages ś symmetric.
Lexical Distance The percentage of the number of words that are not cognates for any two given languages.
Movement Measure Number of words that are moved when translating a sentence from one language to another
closely related language.
Indel Number of inserted or deleted words when translating text from one language to another
language.
Tri-gram Correlation of the number of frequencies of word tri-grams in a corpus of two languages.
Extra-linguistic
Age Age of participant. Values were transformed into four classes, i.e., 1 to 4.
Gender Gender of participant. The data was transformed to binary values, i.e., 1 for male and 0 for
female.
Qualification Highest level of academic qualification. The values were transformed to integers, i.e., 1 to 4.
Contact Representing whether the participant had contact with the language. Binary values represented
whether the participant had previous contact with the language or not.
Attitude Participant perception of the beauty of the language. Scores were on a scale of 1 to 5.
Familiarity Represented the contact frequency of the language. Scores were on a scale of 0 to 4.
Learning Represented whether participant had learnt the language before participating in the study.
features such as language contact information, frequency of use of
the language and information indicating whether the participant
learnt the language; and linguistic features such as entropy and
perplexity.
Due to some of the features being highly correlated, we used
a Random Forest (RF) trees based technique for feature selection,
namely: permutation importance [6, 55]. Figure 2 shows the plot of
permutation importance for our intelligibility dataset. The approach
ranked 𝑎𝑔𝑒 , 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 and 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖 𝑓 𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 lowly. We also used Boruta
algorithm [33] to identify relevant features and the three features
weremarked as irrelevant features. Therefore, we excluded the three
features from our further experimentation. Our newly introduced
features, Jensen-Shannon Divergence and Kullback-Leibler, were
rankly highlywith the extra-linguistic features, i.e., Jensen-Shannon
Divergence is the highest ranking linguistic feature. The feature
ranking also shows that contact frequency as well as learning a
language have more importance in predicting intelligibility. Overall,
for the linguistic features, features based on the surface form of the





























Figure 2: Plot of conditional importance and permutation
importance for intelligibility features. Colours of the dots
represent the type of the feature.
4.2 Predicting Intelligibility
We formulated the prediction of intelligibility as a multi-class clas-
sification problem ś a prediction model uses our intelligibility fea-
tures to predict intelligibility classes; each class as the intelligibility
score in the text comprehension task (0,1,2,3,4). Unlike previous
studies where the problem of predicting intelligibility was formu-
lated as a regression problem, we categorised the intelligibility
scores of our participants into four classes. These classes corre-
spond to how much the participants would understand text written
in another language and therefore, providing some expectation on
how understandable the text in the different languages were to dif-
ferent 𝐿1 speakers. The classification tasks were done using several
algorithms but we report only on SVM and RF as they provided sta-
ble results. Figure 4 shows intelligibility prediction results produced
by the two classifiers. The results show that using the features se-
lected as relevant features in the dataset produced better results
than using any of the other subsets such as using linguistic features
only and extra linguistic features only. Overall, the performance is
reasonable given that the dataset size was small. To examine the
effect of the dataset size on performance, we investigated SVM and
RF classifiers with different sizes of the dataset. Figure 3 shows
the accuracy of the models using different sizes of the dataset. The
graph shows that performance of the classifiers increased with
the increased size of the dataset. This analysis provides insights
on what features have higher predictive power for intelligibility
and are therefore useful to improve ranking quality using topical
relevance and intelligibility features.
5 RANKING FOR INTELLIGIBILITY
Ranking documents retrieved on the basis of topical relevance and
intelligibility needs to optimize both relevance and intelligibility.
Our ranking problem is that of constructing a ranking model that
finds the best combination of relevance and intelligibility features
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Figure 3: Accuracy of two classifiers, Support Vector Ma-












Figure 4: Accuracy plot for SVM and RF classifiers on dif-
ferent subsets of the data: all the features, relevant features
only, extra-linguistic features only and linguistic features
only.
describe the experimental design and results of the evaluation of
the proposed ranking models.
5.1 Experimental Setting
Our study investigated how intelligibility can be incorporated in
matching and ranking documents written in several languages to
improve the quality of results. Learning To Rank (LTR) was used to
train models that rank documents of related languages. We used
LambdaMART for our supervised experiments because it has shown
excellent performance in previous studies [8, 46, 58]. Our experi-
mental set-up used LTR as follows: i) LTR with relevance features
only, ii) LTR with all relevance features and a single intelligibility
feature, and iii) LTR with all proposed features for relevance and
intelligibility. We also explored unsupervised methods.
Weighted Sum: Previous studies with users on ranking prefer-
ences showed that relevance was used as a primary feature and
intelligibility was used as a secondary criterion [14]. We explored
using an unsupervised method for combining multiple objectives
using weighted linear combination ś aggregating normalised BM25
and cosine similarity scores between the language of the query and
language of the document. The two features were first multiplied
with selected weights, i.e., 𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝑤1𝑥1 +𝑤2𝑥2. ROC is used when
the rank order of the true weights is the only known information
about the weights [2, 3]. We calculated the weights as follows [3]:








where 𝑛 is the number of weights, 𝑟 is the rank and 𝑗 is the weight
being calculated for the position 𝑗 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛.
Additional Baselines: Previous studies have proposed strategies
for aggregating multilingual search results such as using raw and
normalised relevance similarity scores [37]. We used min-max
BM25 normalised scores as a baseline for the evaluation of the
unsupervised ranking experiments.
5.2 Experimental Results and Analysis
We used LTR to learn a ranking function of documents as preferred
by a monolingual user looking at documents in related languages,
and hence, linguistic intelligibility features and topical relevance
features described in Section 3 were used to train and test the
models. We present results at model level and overall model perfor-
mance based on five-fold cross validation.
Model Level Analysis:We provide an evaluation based on hold-
out method through nDCG@10 [12, 49, 50]. The nDCG@10 scores
and their comparisons are shown in Table 4. The results show
that the weighted sum unsupervised model performed better than
the other unsupervised models. However, the supervised model
using topical relevance features performed better than the unsu-
pervised methods. This is not surprising as supervised methods
generally perform better than unsupervised methods. The models
using one intelligibility feature and topical relevance features had
mixed performance. The models using intelligibility features based
on language models performed better than models using syntactic
and lexis based features. The model using all the features ś both
topical relevance and intelligibility features ś had slightly better
performance.
We performed an ANOVA test to evaluate the omnibus null hy-
pothesis that the 19 models are the same or equivalent based on
nDCG@10. This was accepted with ((𝐹 (18, 1382) = 0.044 𝑝 < 0.05).
The system effect size for the ANOVA analysis was 𝐹ℎ𝑎𝑡2 = 0.0007
and the analysis achieved a power of 0.0675, indicating a very small
effect size. The analysis shows that 1498 queries will be required to
achieve a power of 0.8. These results are promising, even though
not significant due to the 19 models being evaluated together ś
multiple testing is known to be conservative, especially for small
data sets [5] ś some of the results are significant for pairwise t-test
at 𝑝 < 0.1 (see Table 4.)).
We examined the differences between the performance of the model
using topical relevance features only and the model using all the
additional intelligibility features at topic level to understand the
interplay between topical relevance and intelligibility in our dataset.
We found that from the test topics, the performance of 18 topics
remained the same, 26 topics improved, and 19 were worsened.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of topics in terms of their perfor-
mance differences. Further investigation of the improved topics
showed that improvements due to the consideration of intelligi-
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Figure 5: Plot of the number of queries that had their nDCG
improved, hurt or remained the same after adding intelligi-
bility features to the ranking models.
higher topical relevance score (e.g. BM25) but irrelevant and if a
more closely related language had a lower topical relevance score.
This shows that weighting topical relevance and intelligibility in
this case improves the quality of results.
Overall Performance:Weused a five-fold cross validationmethod
for training and testing. Table 4 shows average nDCG results at
different ranks for models using topical relevance only and models
using topical relevance and intelligibility features. The reported
values are averages of models based on the five-fold cross validation
training data and test data. The trend in performance shows that
using relevance and intelligibility features generally had a positive
impact on nDCG at different ranks. The performance of the model
usingweighted sum is better than themodel using normalised BM25
scores with an average difference in scores of 0.05. The supervised
models follow the same trend. The model using topical relevance
features and all intelligibility features performed better with an
average difference of 0.01 across the ranks. The differences tend to
decrease as the rank number increases, indicating that performance
of the models converges as rank increases. The bigger differences in
performance early in the ranks can improve the search experience
of users using RSLs as they may find useful information early in
the search session, therefore reducing their frustration.
6 DISCUSSION
Predicting intelligibility is a challenging problem ś several factors
that may determine intelligibility have been proposed in the litera-
ture, namely: linguistic and extra-linguistic features. We measured
feature importance of our features using four Random Forest (RF)
based feature selection algorithms. We have found that age, qualifi-
cation, and gender were irrelevant features for intelligibility in our
feature set. Our results show that extra-linguistic features such as
learning the language, contact with the language, and frequency of
use have high predictive power for intelligibility. Features based on
measuring character distribution in words or corpus were ranked
higher than any of the other classes of features. Lexical features
performed fairly well. However, syntactical features had the worst
performance. These results are similar to previous studies for intel-
ligibility prediction for Indo-European languages using regression
Overall nDCG@cutoff @nDCG10 at Model Level
Type Model 1 3 5 10 50 10 % increment
Unsupervised
BM25 0.3434 0.3659 0.3937 0.4618 0.6101 0.7315 † ▽ 15.74%
Normalised BM25 0.376 0.412 0.438 0.487 0.6317 0.6938† ▽ 22.2%
Weighted Sum 0.453 0.4651 0.486 0.5359 0.6535 0.7999 † ▽ 5.83%
Baseline Relevance Only 0.5511 0.5362 0.5601 0.6011 0.7755 0.8466
Lexical
Cosine 0.5371 0.5591 0.5753 0.6095 0.7818 0.8342 ▽ 1.47%
Lexical Distance 0.5174 0.529 0.5725 0.6098 0.7817 0.8537 △ 0.84%
Levenshtein(s) 0.5481 0.5286 0.5763 0.6129 0.776 0.8629 △ 1.93%
Levenshtein(w) 0.5263 0.5362 0.5838 0.6071 0.7799 0.8485 △ 0.23%
Complexity
Entropy 0.561 0.5435 0.5679 0.6159 0.7794 0.8566 △ 1.19%
KL Divergence 0.5611 0.5585 0.5755 0.6013 0.7837 0.8482 △ 0.19%
Perplexity 0.5525 0.5498 0.5649 0.6096 0.7825 0.8673† △ 2.45%
SL Divergence 0.5991 0.5549 0.5817 0.6016 0.7833 0.8507 △ 0.49%
Surprisal 0.5116 0.5442 0.5746 0.5996 0.7862 0.857 △ 1.24%
Syntactic
Indel 0.5136 0.5478 0.5638 0.617 0.7924 0.8505 △ 0.46%
Move 0.5506 0.5599 0.5781 0.6058 0.7849 0.8326 ▽ 1.65%
Charactergram 0.5635 0.5451 0.5766 0.6132 0.7902 0.8651† △ 2.18%
Wordgram 0.5541 0.5423 0.5679 0.6206 0.779 0.8461 ▽ 0.05%
Wordtrigram 0.5442 0.5726 0.5728 0.6046 0.7796 0.8512 △ 0.55%
All Final 0.5721 0.5571 0.5685 0.6116 0.7819 0.8676† △ 2.49%
Table 4: Average nDCG scores at different ranks for models using five fold cross validation, and model comparison of perfor-
mance of NDCG@10. Scores with † are significant for paired t-test at p < 0.1
[26, 34]. Our results on feature selection suggest that cognacy may
be a significant predictor of intelligibility among closely related
languages. Our intelligibility classification results are promising,
and we have shown that it is possible to predict intelligibility auto-
matically from linguistic features. Using Random Forest classifiers
provided good prediction accuracy. However, the imbalances in
terms of intelligibility classes in the dataset affected prediction per-
formance at class level. Our analysis of the effect of dataset size on
performance suggests that, with more data, it might be possible in
the future to obtain better improved results.
We have proposed a way to improve the quality of search results
for resource-constrained languages by re-ranking results using
topical relevance and intelligibility criteria. We extracted features
from documents and queries to estimate the similarity relation-
ship between the document language and that of the query and to
estimate topical similarity between the query and the document.
We trained and tested LTR models using these features. We also
used normalised BM25 scores and weighted cosine similarity and
normalised BM25 scores. Our evaluation of the models shows slight
performance improvements in terms of nDCG. Models using topi-
cal relevance features and our proposed metrics, Jensen-Shannon
Divergence and Kullback-Leibler, are among the top performing
ranking models at all retrieval cut-points considered. The small
improvements seen so far provide some evidence that integrating
intelligibility in re-ranking of search results written in related lan-
guages can improve retrieval effectiveness. Although our results are
promising, using document utility judgments as proxies for ranking
preference may have affected the results. While using this approach
has been effective in other studies [45], document assessment using
preference judgments could be more successful [11].
7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We have shown how integrating intelligibility features with top-
ical relevance features can provide a signal for document utility
for queries with no or limited relevant documents. Our results on
improving retrieval quality through re-ranking are promising. Intel-
ligibility is a difficult attribute to model effectively ś both linguistic
(e.g., vocabulary, morphology, phonology and phonetics, and syn-
tax) and extra-linguistic (e.g., a speaker’s prior language knowledge
and experience, and perceptions) factors affect intelligibility. We
have shown that it is possible to automatically classify intelligibility
with a good accuracy. As a first study to explore re-ranking using
intelligibility, there are several opportunities to be explored fur-
ther. Firstly, our approach assumed a uniform intelligibility score
across monolingual individuals speaking the same language as 𝐿1
ś we used language features to estimate how intelligible two lan-
guages would be without speakers having any prior knowledge of
the other language. Future work will add personalization to adapt
results to user language knowledge and preference. Secondly, we
relied on a predefined relationship between languages: we extracted
features of the involved languages to estimate how intelligible the
languages were. A more dynamic approach would be to retrieve
documents based on intelligibility calculated dynamically without
prior knowledge of the languages involved. Studies on retrieval by
lexical similarity using deep learning methods on well-resourced
languages are needed to provide techniques for such dynamism,
and to understand the interplay between topical relevance and intel-
ligibility, which can provide insights on retrieval for low resourced
languages.
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